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6 Whistler Lane, Peregian Springs, Qld 4573

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Area: 600 m2 Type: House
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Contact agent

Welcome to an exceptional and luxurious family home nestled in the highly sought-after cul-de-sac location of Whistler

Lane. Perfectly elevated to capture the cooling breezes, this beautifully built mid-century modern-style home offers a

unique look that is sure to impress.From the moment you approach the house you notice the stunning western red cedar

facade contrasting perfectly with the dark grey hues of the concealed tilt-panel garage.Entering the home, you are treated

to a private view of the pool which is encompassed by the ground floor living zones. A timber deck surrounds the

north-facing pool which ensures year-round sunshine while a protected outdoor undercover area with outdoor kitchen is

the ultimate space to wine and dine.Inside, the sense of space is heightened by the 2.7m high ceilings, void areas as well as

the sliding glass doors on either side of the open-plan living area capturing cool breezes. French oak timber floors add a

beautiful sense of warmth that marries perfectly with a white two-pac kitchen and pure white Caesarstone benches.

Home cooks will love the indulgence of this gourmet kitchen with two Miele pyrolytic ovens, a commercial rangehood, and

integrated Miele appliances including a dishwasher. It's the attention to detail that makes this house stand out from the

rest, including the feature LED strip lighting that can be found throughout the home, adding soft ambient lighting at

night.The extended coastal lifestyle continues with a second alfresco area amongst private gardens, it also includes a

practice green a great way to level up your short game.The master bedroom upstairs is a quiet retreat from the rest of the

house offering views out to the ocean as well as Emu Mountain in the north. The timber walk-in robe exudes a sense of

luxury while the large ensuite has its own sitting area with built-in bench seat, deep bathtub and his and hers

vanities.Designed for versatility as functionality, this house lends itself to those who work from home as well as those who

have regular guests/live-in relatives. A second master or guest suite is located at the front of the home with its own

spacious ensuite with quality tapware & timber joinery in the walk-in robe. Having a courtyard & separate entry, this room

could also serve as the perfect home office or AirBnB guest house.A study nook with a custom built-in desk can be found

under the stairs, while the laundry has ample storage and a hanging rail. Year-round comfort is guaranteed with Solar

Power & My Air ducted air-conditioning.Ideally located close to Coles, schools, Peregian Beach, golf course, Noosa and

within easy access of the Sunshine Motorway. Don't miss your opportunity to make this property your home! Contact

Kerry today on 0438 168 908 for viewing times


